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Probing the DNN component of 3He
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The 3He(g,p6p) reactions were measured simultaneously over a tagged photon energy range of 800
<Eg<1120 MeV, well above theD resonance region. An analysis was performed to kinematically isolateD
knockout events from conventionalD photoproduction events, and a statistically significant excess ofp1p
events was identified, consistent withD11 knockout. Two methods were used to estimate theDNN probability
in the 3He ground state corresponding to the observed knockout cross section. The first gave a lower prob-
ability limit of 1.560.660.5 %; the second yielded an upper limit of about 2.6%.

PACS number~s!: 27.10.1h, 14.20.Gk, 21.45.1v, 25.20.Lj
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I. MOTIVATION

For the last 25 years, the question of whetherD isobars
are present in the nuclear ground state with any signific
probability has been raised. Many theoretical calculatio
support this conjecture. For example, a detailed calcula
by Anastasioet al. @1# for the deuteron,16O, and infinite
nuclear matter found that theD content could be as high a
7.5%, depending on the region of Fermi momentum pro
and the potential used to describe theNN→DN transition.
Similarly, a NN and DD coupled channel calculation wit
quark degrees of freedom at short range finds it necessa
include a 5–7 %DD content in the deuteron ground state
adequately describe the recentT20 results from Jefferson
Laboratory, together with the deuteron magnetic mom
and np scattering data@2#. It would indeed be surprising i
nuclei had noD component, because of the strong one-pio
exchange tensor coupling to theDD andND channels. This
is confirmed by the many models incorporating nuclearD
content at the few percent level@3#. Nonetheless, experimen
tal support for this concept remains elusive.

A fundamental limitation of all experimental searches
preexistingD ’s in nuclei is that assumptions must be made
the effort to link some observed ‘‘D component signal’’ to
the corresponding wave function probability. Each expe
ment is sensitive to a particular range of Fermi momen
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while the wave function probability is integrated over a
possible momenta. Therefore, the extraction of theD con-
figuration probability is model dependent, and it is not s
prising that the experimental searches have someti
yielded contradictory results. It is necessary to perform st
ies in as many complementary manners as possible, in o
to obtain a quantitative understanding of this issue.

Emuraet al. @4# estimated theDNN component of3He to
be ,2%, based on the asymmetry ofp6p yields obtained
with 380–700 MeV tagged photons. While cuts were plac
to separate conventional quasifreegN→D production from
anyD knockout signal, contamination from non-D processes
remained in the data sample, and so the result is not con
sive. Amelinet al. @5# identifiedD11 knockout from9Be by
1 GeV protons by detecting the recoil8He and estimated the
ratio of the D118He andp8Li spectroscopic factors to be
(663)31024. However, this method only probes the qua
bound component of the recoil system, and a further corr
tion would have to be attempted to yield a definitive resu
Electroproduction measurements hold much promise,
cause the use of longitudinal virtual photons can provide
effective means of separating theD knockout and conven-
tional production mechanisms, especially in a triple coin
dence (e,e8p1p) measurement. A Mainz experiment@6#
performed a longitudinal/transverse (L/T) separation of the
3He(e,e8p6) cross section atv53702430 MeV, and ob-
served an unexpectedly largeL/T ratio. Because preexisting
D ’s can absorb either longitudinal or transverse virtual ph
tons, while D electroproduction is a predominantly tran
verse process, this ‘‘might be taken as a possible hint for
existence of a preformedD.’’ Quantitative agreement with a
microscopic model, including pole terms, final state resc

a
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tering, and produced and preformedD resonances, was un
fortunately too poor to allow extraction of theD component
probability.

Perhaps the most interesting result was obtained with
MeV pions at LAMPF @7,8#. The double-charge-exchang
reaction (p1,p2p) can only occur in one step if there is
preexistingD2 in the nucleus, in which case the reaction w
follow quasifree p1D2→D0→p2p kinematics. Targets
ranging from 3H to 208Pb were used, and by comparison
quasifree (p1,p1p) scatteringD probabilities from 0.5% to
3.1% were extracted. Unfortunately, measurements were
formed at only one or two angle pairs per target, and
extractedD probability varied by a factor of 2 for the differ
ent angle pair measurements on12C, for example. The
method holds much promise, but a conclusive measurem
requires a systematic study over a larger range of eje
angles.

Here, we present the result of a recent study of theDNN
component of3He. This is an especially interesting nucle
for two reasons. First, a Faddeev method calculation
Streuveet al. @9#, explicitly involving NNN andDNN chan-
nels in the coupled-channel momentum-space approach,
dicts theDNN component of the3He wave function to be
significant, about 2.4%. Second, anyDNN component in
3He must have unique symmetry properties, making its
perimental identification much easier. Indeed, anyD ’s
present in nuclei must be deeply off shell, and so their e
tence can only be inferred on the basis of their isospin
spin properties. Since theD hasI 53/2, the other two nucle-
ons are required to be in anI 51 state to yieldI 51/2 for the
3He ground state. Therefore, since the two nucleons are i
isospin symmetric state, the spin state must be the antis
metric 1S0. This forces theD to be in anL52 state with
respect to theNN pair to give an overallJ51/2 for 3He, and
results in a unique kinematical signature, enabling us to
tinguish preexistingD knockout from conventionalD pro-
duction processes.

Furthermore, coupling theI 53/2 D with the I 51 NN
state to yieldI 51/2 for 3He gives the following decompo
sition for anyDNN state in 3He:

uDNN3He&5A1

2
uD11nn&2A1

3
uD1pn&1A1

6
uD0pp&.

Thus, from isospin considerations alone, if we perform ap
photoproduction experiment and identifyp1p from D11

decay, andp2p from D0 decay, we anticipate a yield ratio

p1p

p2p
59

from D knockout. In addition, thegD11 interaction is sub-
stantially stronger than thegD0 interaction, because of th
double charge of theD11, and so this ratio is further en
hanced. These facts led Lipkin and Lee@10# to conclude that,
‘‘therefore, if a strongp1 signal and nop2 detected in the
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kinematic region in which theD-knockout mechanism can
be unambiguously identified, it is a clear indication of t
presence ofD in 3He.’’

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the 1.3 GeV elect
synchrotron located at the Institute for Nuclear Study~INS!
of the University of Tokyo, with tagged photons of energ
betweenEg5800 and 1120 MeV. This photon range is a
vantageous as the maximum of thegN→D quasifree process
occurs nearEg5350 MeV, and so exclusiveD photoproduc-
tion on a single nucleon is suppressed by nearly two ord
of magnitude. The tagged photon beam was incident upo
liquid 3He target, andp1p, p2p coincidences were ob
tained simultaneously with the TAGX large acceptance m
netic spectrometer, with approximatelyp sr solid angle. For
more details on the TAGX system, the reader is referred
Ref. @11#. The data were obtained concurrently with th
3He(g,p1p2) results published in Refs.@12,13#. Events
consisting of two charged particle tracks, one on each sid
the photon beamline, with a proton of momentu
.300 MeV/c ~as reconstructed at the center of the target!, in
coincidence with either ap1 or a p2 of momentum
.100 MeV/c, were accepted for further analysis. If mo
than one proton was intercepted by the TAGX spectrome
the one with the smallest scattering angle was selected
Monte Carlo simulations indicated that this choice was m
likely to be theD-associated proton. Bothp1p and p2p
coincidence data were analyzed in an identical manner,
physics-motivated criteria were placed on the data to iso
the unique kinematical signature associated with preexis
D knockout. These criteria are explained below.

Figure 1 shows the missing mass distribution obtain
with the TAGX detector. At these energies, a significant p
tion of the photoabsorption cross section is due topp pro-
duction, and events associated with the production of a s

FIG. 1. Missing mass (MM ) distributions for the3He(g,p6p)
data obtained with TAGX with no ‘‘physics cuts’’ applied.p2p
coincidences outnumberp1p over the entire histogram. The con
dition MM,2mN1mp was subsequently applied to elimina
events associated with the production of a second, undetected,
1-2
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PROBING THEDNN COMPONENT of3He PHYSICAL REVIEW C62 044001
ond ~undetected! p were excluded by the requirement

missing mass~MM ! ,2mN1mp . ~1!

It is well known that ap1p pair forms a pureI 53/2
state, while ap2p pair forms a mixedI 51/2,3/2 state. The
effect of this asymmetry is shown clearly in Fig. 2. Panel~a!
shows the invariant mass for all of the data, while panel~b!
displays only those which passed the missing mass req
ment of Eq.~1!. It is observed that most of thep2p events in
this panel are due to the production of the variousN* reso-
nances. As the objective is to identify a subset of eve
which are due toD knockout, we exclude most of the re
maining data with the requirement

p6p invariant mass~ IM !'mD . ~2!

FIG. 2. Invariant mass~IM ! distributions for the3He(g,p6p)
data obtained with TAGX. Panel~a! has no physics cuts applied~as
in Fig. 1!, while panel~b! is subject to the requirement that 170
,MM,2020 MeV/c2. The gn→N* →pp2 channel is excluded
from the remainder of the analysis by the placement of the a
tional requirement IM'mD .
04400
e-
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These two requirements leave a small number ofp6p events
remaining, whose invariant mass is consistent withD decay
and whose missing mass is too low to allow any undetec
p to have been produced.

The D11→p1p channel can either be populated by pr
existingD11 knockout or by production processes involvin
more than one nucleon, such asgpp→D11n. The D0

→p2p channel is ordinarily expected to be dominated
quasifreegn→D0 production, but this is suppressed by th
choice of an incident photon energy well above theD region.
The other two processes which can contribute top2p pro-
duction are preexistingD0 knockout, which should occur at
much lower probability thanD11 knockout, and multi-
nucleon mechanisms such asgnp→D0p. Assuming that the
isovector channel dominates photoabsorption at these e
gies, we anticipate that the multinucleon processes will c
tribute equally to both thep1p and p2p channels, after
accounting for the approximately 1.5pn pairs in 3He.

To isolate theD knockout process from multinucleo
D11 production, it is necessary to place an additional
quirement upon the data. Since any preexistingD in 3He
must be in aL52 state with respect to theNN pair prior to
knockout, it corresponds to a high momentum componen
the wave function. The angular distribution of the knocke
out D ’s will be weighted by an additionalq4 factor com-
pared to conventionally producedD ’s from nucleons, result-
ing in a broad angular distribution. Our Monte Car
simulations confirm that all non-knockout mechanisms p
duce D ’s with forward-peaked angular distributions, whi
D ’s from the knockout process are distributed broadly
angle~Fig. 3!. This leads to the third requirement

uuD labu.umin , ~3!

where umin is sufficiently large to discriminate against th
quasifree and two nucleon mechanisms.

The insensitivity of the result to the actual cuts employ
is demonstrated in Fig. 4, in which two cuts are cyclica
held constant and the third varied. In the case ofu IM , a cut

i-
h
d line

ar

ion.
FIG. 3. ReconstructedD emission angle in the laboratory frame for thep2p channel. Panel~a! displays the data obtained by TAGX wit
no physics cuts applied. Panel~b! shows simulations of three different production mechanisms with arbitrary normalization. The soli
is two-pion production such as3He(g,p0D0)pp, and is removed from further analysis by the missing mass cut. Panel~c! shows expanded
views of the quasifreeD0 photoproduction~dashed line! andD0 knockout~dotted line! distributions. The two-nucleon mechanism is simil
to the solid line. Quasifree production does not contribute to thep1p channel, but is otherwise identical. Knocked-outD candidate events
are preferentially selected via an additional requirement onuD lab . All simulations include the effect of the TAGX acceptance and resolut
1-3
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only on small angles does not adequately remove ev
from the quasifree peak, but background contributions
effectively suppressed when events withuu IMu.40° are re-
moved, leading to a nearly constant ratio. In the case of
invariant mass cut, a narrow cut around theD peak results in
a large excess ofp1p events, but at the expense of po
statistics. A broader cut results in a diluted, but more sta
ratio. Finally, in the case of the missing mass, a cut to
clude only the highest MM events allows in a 2p back-

FIG. 4. Observedp1p/p2p ratio after two cuts are cyclically
held constant and the third varied. The conditions held cons
were uu IMu.45°, 1070,IM,1400 MeV/c2, and 1700,MM
,2050 MeV/c2. These values are denoted by the arrows on
various plots.
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ground, which dilutes the ratio. In the end, two different s
of cuts were employed, to allow some estimate of the s
tematic error in the final result. These are summarized
Table I. While the data sample initially contained morep2p
thanp1p events (25 4116390 versus 15 7336295), the ap-
plication of conditions~1!, ~2!, and~3! leads to a net exces
of remainingp1p events, compared top2p events.

To see whether thesep1p events have the kinematica
signature appropriate toD knockout, they were compared t
Monte Carlo simulations which take into account the TAG
resolution and acceptance and the effect of the applied c
ditions ~1!, ~2!, and ~3!. The modeled processes were t
following.

~1! Quasifreegn→D0 production. The spectral function
of Schiavilla, Pandharipande, and Wiringa@14# is assumed
for the struck neutron and the Breit-Wigner distribution f
the D. This quasifree process does not contribute top1p
production.

~2! D production via two interacting nucleons,gNN
→DN, with the third nucleon being a spectator. The sa
spectral function as above is assumed.

~3! QuasifreegN→Dp, where the detectedp6 may or
may not originate from theD. Because of conditions~1! and

nt

e

TABLE I. The two different sets of conditions employed upo
the data and the number of events passing each.

Cut values p1p events p2p events

1700,MM,2025 MeV/c2

Narrow 1070,IM,1370 MeV/c2 38.2610.0 9.4617.2
uu IMu.50°

1700,MM,2050 MeV/c2

Wide 1070,IM,1400 MeV/c2 72.1614.5 32.1622.8
uu IMu.45°
e
d

e
g

et
FIG. 5. Missing momentum
after application of ‘‘narrow’’
conditions ~1!, ~2!, and ~3!. The
dark line is thep1p data, while
the light line is theDNN phase-
space simulation under the sam
conditions. The various dashe
distributions on the left side of the
plot are all of the other simula-
tions, as described in the text. Th
inset shows the correspondin
p2p data, which are randomly
distributed and carry little statisti-
cal significance. The negative
events are due to the empty targ
data subtraction.
1-4
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PROBING THEDNN COMPONENT of3He PHYSICAL REVIEW C62 044001
~2!, this reaction is expected to be excluded from the d
sample, but the simulation was included in the analysis
ensure that the observed events were not due to improp
placed cut limits.

~4! PreexistingD knockout. Since the struckD can only
be in theL>2 state, the momentum carried by the two r
maining nucleons can be appreciable. TheL52 signature of
the D will be smeared by the inelastic interaction with th
incidentJ51 photon, and so three-bodyDNN phase space is
assumed for the outgoing momentum distributions.
present, it should contribute much more strongly to thep1p
data set than to thep2p set.

Figure 5 shows the missing momenta of thep1p events
passing the ‘‘narrow’’ cut, in comparison with these simu
tions. We see that only theD11nn phase-space model re
sembles the data; the other simulated mechanisms fa
describe the observed distribution. While direct absorpt
on three nucleons has been observed previously in phot
sorption studies on3He @15#, a component of the photoab
sorption yield with a pureD11nn phase-space distributio
has never before been reported. Based on this analysis
conclude that absorption on a preexistingD11nn configura-
tion in 3He is the best explanation.

The emission angle of thep6p system in the frame of the
NN recoil (uDNN) was also reconstructed for every eve
D11 originating from anL52 state should be confined t
near cosuDNN561, while D11 due to the other processe
should be spread more uniformly in this angle. Unfor
nately, the effect of the TAGX acceptance and conditio

FIG. 6. ReconstructedD emission angle in the frame of th
recoil NN pair. The left panels show the3He(g,p6p) data ob-
tained with TAGX after application of the cuts described in the te
The line is to guide the eye. The panel on the right shows
expected distribution of events from the various simulated prod
tion mechanisms, as labeled. The solid~dashed! lines indicate the
p1p (p2p) channels, respectively.
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~1!, ~2!, and ~3! is to restrict all processes to cosuDNN,0.7,
but their signatures are still distinctive enough to allow o
to distinguish between them. This is shown for the ‘‘na
row’’ cut events in Fig. 6. Only theD11nn phase-space
distribution is consistent in shape with the expected signa
of D knockout, as well as with the data.

The phase-space simulation best describes the obse
p1p and p2p distributions after application of either th
wide or the narrow sets of cuts. Therefore, to obtain
knockout cross section, the appropriately normalized pha
space distribution was integrated over 4p, leading to the
cross sections listed in Table II. It should be noted that
acceptances for the two charge states are different, due t
different curvature of the charged particle tracks in the sp
trometer’s magnetic field, among other factors. If the o
served events are entirely due toD11 andD0 knockout, the
cross sections in Table II should be independent of wh
sets of cuts are used, and thep1p:p2p ratio should be at
least 9:1. As the ratio for the wide cut sample is less than
by a statistically significant margin, this event sample m
not be entirely clean, due toD11, D0 photoproduction
events and other nonknockout processes which may h
survived the cuts. The higher ratio for the narrow cut sam
indicates that it is probably much cleaner. A conservat
estimate of the lower limit to theD11 knockout cross sec
tion is obtained by taking the difference between thep1p
andp2p cross sections listed in Table II. This result is re
sonably independent of which set of cuts are used, and so
two results are averaged to obtain aD11 knockout lower
limit of 0.2760.11mb.

III. PROBABILITY ESTIMATE

As mentioned earlier, linking the observedD11 knockout
yield to theDNN configuration probability requires a mode
The actual method used varies tremendously from exp
ment to experiment. Here, one possibility would be to co
pare theD11nn absorption probability to the three-bod
ppn absorption process. However, because theD11 is ini-
tially highly off shell, the inelasticities of the two process
are vastly different, making this comparison nontrivial. W
opt to estimate theDNN probability in 3He by comparison
to the quasifreeD photoproduction process. In addition t
having similar inelasticities, both processes are magnetic
pole transitions, to leading order.

If we assume the3He wave function to be of the form

u3He&5A12b2uppn&1buDNN&,

.
e
c-

TABLE II. Cross sections for the events surviving the stat
cuts, assuming a phase-space distribution.

Narrow cuts Wide cuts

p1p 0.2960.08mb 0.3960.08mb
p2p 0.0560.07mb 0.1060.07mb
p1p:p2p ratio 5.822.6 3.920.8

11.7

p1p2p2p difference 0.2460.11mb 0.2960.11mb
1-5
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G. M. HUBER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 044001
then the cross section for theD0 quasifree production pro
cess is given by

uA12b2^D0pnuHq. f .uppn&u2
dN

dEq. f .

and that for theD11 knockout process by

u
b

A2
^D11nnuHk.o.uD11nn&u2

dN

dEk.o. ,

wheredN/dE is the appropriate density of states factor.
the knockout process, the spectatornn pair is in a spin anti-
symmetricL50 state, and in the quasifree case thepp are
predominantly in this same state, so it is reasonable to ex
that the spectators do not contribute to the ratio of the
processes.

Because quasifreeD0 production involves a spin flip, it is
dominated by the magnetic dipole (M1) transition, and Wa-
lecka @16# has, using the bag model, related the transit
magnetic dipole moment to the nucleon moment,

m* 5
4

3A2
mn51.8mN ,

upon substitution of the neutron magnetic moment,mn
51.91mN @17#.

For D11 knockout, theE0 transition is forbidden, since
theg has no charge, andE1 is forbidden by parity. Thus, the
leading order for this transition should also beM1, and the
ratio of the matrix elements is, to leading order, proportio
to the square of the magnetic dipole moments:

u^D11uHk.o.uD11&u2

u^D0uHq. f .un&u2
5S mD11

m*
D 2

.

We will use the measurement of theD11 magnetic dipole
moment from Ref.@18#, (4.5260.5060.45)mN .1 Including
both errors in quadrature leads to a ratio of the squares o
matrix elements, above, of 6.361.9.

If the quasifreeD0 cross section is extracted from our da
sample, an estimate ofb via the above analysis can be mad
As the incident photon energy is well above theD region,
some effort has to be made to isolate the quasifree yield f
N* , multipion, and multinucleon production mechanism
We apply the same ‘‘narrow’’ condition~2! as before, and
now select forward-goingD ’s via the condition

uuD labu,15° ~4!

and a restrictive missing momentum cut of

1The Particle Data Group@17# gives their estimate formD11 as
somewhere between 3.7mN and 7.5mN . However, there is a signifi-
cant time dependence to the tabulated results, with the older ex
ments yielding higher values for the magnetic moment than
newer experiments. We believe that Ref.@18# is the most reliable,
as it is the most recent measurement.
04400
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missing momentum~PM!,185 MeV/c ~5!

serves to isolate the quasifree process.
Figure 7 shows the data remaining after the application

conditions~2!, ~4!, and ~5!. There is a net excess ofp2p
events in the region of opening angle appropriate to quasi
D0 photoproduction. Multipion and multinucleon mech
nisms should contribute nearly equally to thep1p andp2p
yields, but the quasifreeD photoproduction mechanism can
not contribute to thep1p channel. Assuming that all of the
excessp2p yield is due to quasifreeD0 photoproduction, we
obtain a totalD ~charge integrated! photoproduction cross
section on3He of 3.860.4mb, after extrapolating to 4p sr.
After applying a 20% correction for the difference in th
density of states factors for the quasifree and knockout p
cesses~primarily due to the differing three-momenta! and the
M1 matrix elements, above, we obtain an estimate ofb
50.15, which corresponds to a lower limit on theDNN con-
figuration probability of 1.560.660.5 %, where the first er-
ror listed is statistical, and the second is due to the unc
tainty in mD11. A limitation of this analysis is that it does
not take into account off-shell effects due to the deep bind
of the DNN configuration. This leads to a more compa
spatial distribution, reducing the knockout matrix element
a manner not accounted for here, and implying a grea
DNN configuration probability.

To check this result, theDNN probability is indepen-
dently estimated via an analysis of the missing moment
distribution for theD11 knockout process. As already men
tioned, theDNN configuration corresponds to a high m
mentum component of3He. By assuming that the high mo
mentum tail of the spectral function of Schiavilla
Pandharipande, and Wiringa@14# is due to theDNN configu-
ration, we can obtain an upper bound on the probability

ri-
e

FIG. 7. Laboratory frame opening angle betweenp and p for
data after the application of conditions~2!, ~4!, and~5!, as described
in the text. An excess ofp2p events between opening angle of 40
and 100° is observed, which corresponds to the region accessib
the quasifree process. Outside this range, thep6p yields are iden-
tical. The excess ofp2p over thep1p yield is assumed to be from
quasifreeD0 production.
1-6
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PROBING THEDNN COMPONENT of3He PHYSICAL REVIEW C62 044001
this configuration. This spectral function is calculated us
the Faddeev method, incorporating a realistic treatmen
nucleons andD ’s in nuclear matter. Reference@14# was used
to form the3He Fermi momentum distribution probed by o
experiment and normalized to unit probability. The overl
of the DNN state with the3He probability distribution was
obtained from the product of theD knockout missing mo-
mentum distribution and the Fermi distribution, then norm
ized to the high momentum tail of the unit probability fun
tion ~Fig. 8!. The integral of the probability function gives a
estimated upper limit for theDNN probability of 2.6%. The
uncertainty in this method is limited by the model depe
dences of the assumed momentum distributions and is d
cult to quantify. However, the consistency of the two resu
is encouraging.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have performed an analysis to isol
D11 knockout from3He by making use of its unique isosp

FIG. 8. The solid curve is the unit probability Fermi distributio
determined from Ref.@14#. The dashed curve is the probability p
unit momentum function for theD knockout process, as describe
in the text.
R

.

y
s.
d

04400
g
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-

-
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and spin properties compared to conventional photoprod
tion processes. We succeeded in identifying a kinemat
region in which a small but statistically significant number
p1p events were present, with the number ofp2p events
present in the same region being consistent with zero. T
has long been recognized as a strong signal for preexis
D ’s in 3He @10#. Based on an electromagnetic multipole a
gument and comparison to the quasifreeD0 photoproduction
process, we infer a lower limit to theDNN probability in
3He of 1.560.660.5 %. A second method of estimatio
yielded an upper limit of 2.6%. We believe that the mo
reliable way to extract theDNN configuration probability is
to measure theD knockout cross section~as done here! and
then use a sophisticated nuclear model to calculate thD
probability corresponding to this cross section. This is
only way that one can be assured that off-shell and Fe
momentum sampling effects have been properly taken
account. We encourage theorists with access to the appr
ate tools to take up this challenge.

While the result reported here has a large statistical
certainty, it should be noted that isolation of ground stateD
components is experimentally very challenging. The con
tency of the extracted cross section for different levels
cuts, the good agreement between data and simulations
the fact that aDNN lower limit has been identified all poin
to an improvedD probability determination in this work
compared to earlier results. Perhaps the sensitivity of e
troproduction measurements to the longitudinalD knockout
process, especially when a transversely polarized targe
utilized @19#, will allow these experiments to make a mo
precise statement on the issue of theD content of nuclei in
the future.
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